Class of 2021 Destinations

Arden Magnolia Adams  •  Point Park University
Meaghan Martin Addy  •  Wake Forest University
Andrew Eli Altmann  •  The University of Alabama
Thomas Nicolai Andersen  •  Georgia Institute of Technology
Noah Francisco Ayala  •  Clemson University
John Hayes Beamon  •  University of California, Santa Barbara
Evan Wreed Bell  •  Augustana University
Caroline Elizabeth Betz  •  Georgia Institute of Technology
Justin Mitchell Blumencranz  •  Stanford University
William Lee Brown  •  Texas Christian University
Grant Anthony Bulak  •  Purdue University
Benjamin Joseph Burke  •  Savannah College of Art and Design
Cameron Reid Campbell  •  Asbury University
Samantha Belle Carman  •  University of Kentucky
Thomas Matias Carroll  •  University of Arizona
James Gill Christian  •  Appalachian State
Bryce Rocco Cumming  •  University of Georgia
Douglas Davis  •  Samford University
Erik Gregory Dodder  •  Auburn University
Andrew DeCariel Douglas  •  United States Military Academy (West Point)
Jackson Riley Duerr  •  Samford University
Aaron Merritt Ellis  •  The University of Alabama
Mary Margaret Flanagan  •  University of Arizona
Thomas Council Followill Jr.  •  Appalachian State
Harrison Cole Forrest  •  Belmont Abbey College
Jasmine Mary George  •  Savannah College of Art and Design
Grayson James Goerdel  •  Texas Tech University
Charles Hoyt Hale  •  High Point University
Riley Grace Hansen  •  Tulane University
Christopher Sanders Hardie Jr.  •  Georgia Institute of Technology
Taylor Kay Harris  •  University of Alabama
Nicole Ann Hedrick  •  Georgia Institute of Technology
Emery Peyton Hoffman  •  University of South Carolina
Parker James Hollosi  •  Northumbria University
William Taylor Hudson  •  Emory University
Christopher Blake Kytle Jr.  •  Citadel, The Military College of South Carolina
Robert Michael Long  •  Southern Methodist University
Joseph Charles Lortz  •  University of South Carolina
Gibson Leo Mack  •  Georgia State University
Eleanor Marie Madderra  •  University of Georgia
James Gregory Maichle  •  University of Georgia
Emma Jean Markland  •  Colorado College
Kate Jeaneen Maxwell  •  The University of Alabama
Brian Ross McWilliams  •  University of Mississippi
Anusha Arif Merchant  •  Barnard College
Alma Arif Merchant  •  Georgia Institute of Technology
Aqil Arif Merchant  •  Harvard University
Joshua Steven Mills  •  Baylor University
Sarah Grace Morris  •  University of Mississippi
Caroline Emily Morrison  •  Elon University
Coulton Wedel Musser  •  The University of Alabama
Tabitha Grace Nagy  •  Michigan State University
Madison Parker New  •  Savannah College of Art and Design
Elizabeth Anne Nolen  •  University of Colorado, Boulder
Audrey Grace O'Toole  •  University of Georgia
Katie Eileen Peddle  •  University of Georgia
Sarah Flowers Pope  •  University of Mississippi
Emily Katherine Raeside  •  University of Georgia
Ryan Coplein Rapaport  •  University of Georgia
Ethan Vaughn Ray  •  Georgia State University
Sarah Grace Schah  •  Swarthmore College
Paxton Gage Scherger  •  Kenesaw State University
Ryan Dorland Seeber  •  Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Jiajun Jason Shao  •  Purdue University
Jackson Graham Sims  •  University of Georgia
Anjali Nicole Singh  •  University of California, Santa Barbara
Hunter Allen Smith  •  The University of Alabama
Meghan McKenzie Stewart  •  University of Georgia
Jess Durham Taylor II  •  Auburn University
James Ross Tiffin III  •  Georgia Institute of Technology
Simon Jackson Tolbert  •  University of Colorado, Boulder
Brock Lassiter Torres  •  The University of Alabama
Christine Ray Turnbull  •  Wake Forest University

• National Honor Society Cord
• Honor Cord
• Colt Club
• Thespian Society Cord
• World Language Cord
• Innovation Diploma
• Governor’s Honors Program